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IN THE. 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia . 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3.059 
RUSSELL C. HARRIS, Plaintiff in Error, 
vers1ts 
. ! 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR. 
To the Honorable Justices of the Su,preme Court of .A.,-peals 
of Vfrginia: 
Your petitioner, Russell C. Harris, respectfully represents 
that he is ag·grieved by the final judgment of the Hustings 
Court of the City of Richmond, Part II, entered April 3, 1945, 
in the case of Commonwealth of Virginia a,(}ainst Russell C. 
Harris, sentencing him to be confined in the penitentiary for 
a period of five years. A transcript of the record of the case 
is herewith presented. 
PROPOSITION I. 
It will be noted, record p. 20., that the defendant moved 
the Court to quash the indictment upon the ground that the 
kind or denomination of the currency alleged to have been 
::;tolen was not expressed in the indictment or averred to th~ 
Grand Jury unknown and that said motion was overruled and 
the defendant excepted. 
The defendant predicated this exception upon the ruling of 
the Supreme Court of vVest Virginia, in State v. Robinson, 
155, S. E. 649. 
However, the foregoing case is not law in Virginia, by 
virtue of Section 4870 .of the Code (Holly's case, 113 Va. 
769). . 
Nevertheless as the indictment is fatally defective, and" the 
indictment can be attacked for the first time in the Supreme 
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Court of Appeals-reversi(?l~ errqr exists. Also as motion 
was made to quash and overruled and excepted to, it was 
2* a substantial ecomplianc~ wtth :p~le ~1 of the Supreme 
C~mrt of Appeals~ · .. · · .1 • , • 
Inspection of the indict~ent, record pp! 1, 2, it appears 
tha{ store breaking a:µ~L larceny are ch~uged iµ one count. 
Under the authorities i~ Virgi:µia ~ ge:µe:i;al verdict of guilty 
is a conviction of store preaking. -
Howeyer, under su~h a <;Qunt t4e ~cclised may be found 
guilty of either of the offenses. Benton's case, 91 Va! 782. 
In Clark v. C onimonw~alth,, 135 Va. 490, the Court said: 
'' The cases we have cited hold that an accused p~r~on. upon a 
charge of ·a composite offense like this, might be convicted of 
the larceny without the breaking and entry.'' · 
We admit that the indictment would have beeµ sufficient, lf 
the accused had been charged with store breaking with intent 
to commit larceny therein and no allegation charging larceny. 
However, where the pleader did charge larceny as in this 
case and did so in the sam·e count with the store breaking 
charge, it was essential to charge larceny properly to make 
the charge of store breaking valid . 
. Whereas, the larceny charge was invalid, the . motion to 
quash the indictment of one count was proper, because if a 
part of a count is defective, the whole count is defoctive. A 
demurrer or ~otion to· quash could not pertain to just a part 
of the count. · 
The Court must quash the entire count or refm:;e . the mo-
tion to quash., and must quash the entire count where the 
larceny charge is inva-lid. · · 
Inspecti6n of the record on page 2 it will hp denoted that 
the larceny charge is as follows : '' Then and thcl'e in the 
same store house, unlawfully and feloniousl~T did take, steal 
and carry away U. S. currency to the amount of $15.04, one 
glass bank and 64 gasol~ne i;ation coupons, the money and 
property of H. T. Co~, against the peace and dignity of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia.'' 
·3* *In State v. Spa-rks, 3 S. E. 40, .30 W. Va. 101, is the 
following: Lord Hale says: '' But if pretii is set instead 
of ad valenciam or e converso, I thin_k it does. _not vitiat~- the 
indictment; and so it is if one pretii or ad valenciam be added 
to several things, wl1ere, in true cforkship, .it sl1ould be ap-
plied severally. 
"It is good if convicted of all., but possibly, if the party be 
convicted but of part, it is not good, becanse it will be un-; 
certain whether grand or petit larceny.'' 
In Davis v. State, 40 Ga. 229, the following language w~~ 
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used-'' Take and carry away a certain white hog.'' The 
· Court said: '' The principle of the Common Law is still in 
force in this State, and the failure to allege in the indictment 
the value of the property charged to have been stolen is good 
ground for arresting the judgment.'' 
· Therefore, no intelligence suffices to determine whether 
grand or- petit larceny is charged. No valuation is put l~pon 
the "glass bank". As fnr as the allegation is concerned it 
may be an antique of high market value. 
No intelligence can determine from the face of the indict-
ment whether the 64 g·asoline ration coupons were such docu-
ments me:qtioned in the 2nd V.l ar Powers Act of Congress of 
1942, that apparently have no market value or gasoline ration 
coupons of another nature and character that would have 
market and exchange value. Therefore, it being impossible to 
determine from the face of the indictment on account of fail-
ure to state valuation, whether the accused was charged with 
grand or petit larceny, the motion to quash should have been 
sustained as the indictment fails to notify him of the nature 
and cause of the uccusation in respect to larceny. 
4~ *PROPOSITION II. 
The following, to-wit: '' Counsel for accused then moved 
the Court to require the Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney 
to specify whether the alleged crime occurred on the 16th or 
17th day of February, 1945., which motion the Court, after 
hearing argument thereon, overruh:1d. '' Record p. 3. 
It is apparent from the foregoing that the Clerk was mis~ 
taken in properly recording th~ proceedings. The indict-
ment charged the accused with the commission of the crime 
on February 16th, 1945-that much was specified in the in-
dictment and it would be 0 foolish to think that the accused 
would require another specification of the 16th. 
What really happened was that the accused prayed the 
Court not to permit the introduction of evidence that the 
crime happened on any other date but the 16th as that was 
the specified date in the indictment and if the Court permitted 
evidence in respect to another date to allow a continuance. 
The. language of the order can clearly be interpreted that 
the accused moved for a specification of the- 16th and the 
Court heard argument that evidence of tl)e 17th was not ad-
missible unless a continuance was allowed. 
While the record does not expressly state a contjnuance · 
was asked for but it appears from the record the accused ob-
jected to permitting the Commonwealth Attorney to then and 
there go on with the trial asking for a conviction op either 
date, that it then became a duty of the Court to grant a con-
tinuance forthwith and the failure of the Court so to do 
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and to take the prisoner by surprise constitutes reversible 
error. -
5* '"'In Ex Parte Hull, 312 U. S. 546; 61 S. Ct. 640, the 
following language was used by the Supreme. Court of 
the United States: ''That at· trial there was a varianee be-
tween pleading and proof with ·respect to _the date when the 
offense was (!Ommitted and that petitioner was denied fair 
notice of _the charge guaranteed by the clue process clause. 
From Exhibits and other vague statements in the petition the 
following appears: That in his opening statement and 
throughout the trial the prosecutor insisted that the offense 
occurred on the date charged, in the information; that peti-
tioner's defense was that he was elsewhere at the time in 
question; aucl some of the testimony . tended to fix the date 
of the offense about a week earliet. than that charg·ed in the 
indictment; that at the close of all evidence, ·petitioner's coun-
sel moved for a (lirected verdict on the ground that there was 
no evidence to prove that the offense was committe~ on the 
date charged in the information, that the Trial J ndg·e denied 
the motion and charged the jury that the precise date ,vas 
immaterial, it being sufficient to show that the offense oc-
• curred during the month previous., that the Trial ,Judge en-
tered judgment on the jury's verdict and. denied PL~titioner's 
motion for a new trial -on the same gTound urged in the mo-: 
tion for a directed verdict, and that the Michig·an Suprem~ 
Court subsequently denied certiorari. . 
We conclude that the showing made by the pct.i Hon and 
exhibits is insufficient to comepl an order requirinp: the War-
den to answer. The petitioner was re.presented by counsel 
throughout the trial. Yet ·there .is_ )no claim in the petition 
that he Qbjected to evidence tendi.ng to establish a different 
date for commission of the offe.nde, or that he cla-imed sur-
prise, or that he moved for a contin·ua.nce to enable him to 
secure other witnesses. He does not allege that at the tinie of 
the trial he had an alibi for any other elate. . 
6* *The Hull case, Su,pra: is an original petition for writ 
of ha.beas corpus filed in the Supreme Court of the United 
States, and the italici~ed wor.cls · clearly show that the 
Court would have issued the writ requiring the ,varden to 
answer and would have discharged Hull, an inmate of the -
Michigan State Penitentiary if at the orig,inf!l trial in. the 
.Michigan State Court he had objected to evidence .tending to 
establish a different· date for commission of the offense than 
that charged in the information or that he claimed surprise. 
The record in the case of the plaintiff in error, Russell C. 
Harris, fairly shows that when it became apparent that prose-
cutor would rely on the 17th of February, 1945, along with 
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February 16., 1945 (the only date alleged in the indictment), 
Harris did claim surprise, and objected to the prosecutor l'e-
lying upon a conviction on e-\~idence tending· to show the crime 
was committed on the 17th and it was the duty of- the Court 
under tbe due process clause of tl1e Fourteenth Amendment 
to then and there continue the case. It will be noted that the 
Hull case is a habeas corpus ease and the Supreme Court held 
that if the foreg·oing italicized facts existed, the jurisdic-
tion of the Trial Court was ousted and the trial was void. 
It is true ordinarily time need not be alleged unless it is 
of the essence of the offense. Cool v. Conimonwealth, 94 Va. 
799, but it is nevertheless true where the prosecutor aUeges 
a specified date as Febmar.y 16, 1[).,1:5, an<;} no other date in 
respect to the time the offense was committed, that the pris-
oner goes to trial having a right to believe that the specified 
date will be the onlv date relied on for a conviction and when 
he objects to permitting evidence in respect to· another date 
it is the duty of the Court either to continue the case or con- ' 
fine the prosecutor to the date alleged. 
7* *That the action of the Judge of the Hustings Court of 
the City of Richmond, Part II, in forcing the ·plaintiff in 
error immediately to trial and permitting the prosecutor to 
rely also on I?cbruary 17, 1945, against the prisoner's objec-
tions is clenrly a lack of due process of law. 
See record, p. 18, as follows-Harris testified that it was 
about a mile and a half from the point of arrest to the :filling 
station of :Mr. Cox as aforesaid and about a mile and a half 
from the point of arrest to Wallace's Grill on Hull Street 
where he and Miller left Charlie Johnson at 12 :30. 
There js nothing in the record to contradict the fore going 
statement of I:Iarris. The reason objection was made to the 
prosecutor relying upon February 17, 1945, for a conviction 
was· because the indictment informed the prisoner that only 
February 16, 1945, would be relied on and if he had known 
that February 17, 1945, was going· to be relied on for co1wic-
tion that he would have summoned Charlie Johnson, a re-
liable young man, who would have corroborated the prisoner, 
testifying that Harris was at ,vallace's Grill from 12 A. M. 
February 17, 1945, until 12:30 A. M., re.cord, P. 9, and that the 
prisoner along with Miller left Johnson on Hull Street at 
12 :30. The foregoing evidence would have been to cor-
roborate tlrn prisoner that .if he was on Hull Street at 12 :30 
A. M. and advanced his theorv that he could not have com-
mitted the crime February 17, 1.945, as it would have been im-
possible to liave gone· from ,v allace.'s Gr.ill to Cox Service 
Station, being· a mile a'nd a half, and effected a breaking and 
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entry and then walked another mile and a half to the point of 
arrest in a period of an hour and a: half. 
While the record does not show the words requesting con-
tinuance, we submit that it is unnecessary on account of the 
foregoing-Ex Parte Hull; S1ipra, yet a continuance was 
specifically requested and appears on the notes of the attor-
ney for the plaintiff in error. · 
8* • Accordingly, we respectfully submit that this case 
should be reversed on account of the foregoing even if 
no other error appeared in the record. 
PROPOSITION III. 
Attention of the Court is now· called to certificate of ex-
ception No. 3, record, p. 21. · 
It will be noted from this exception that the Court consid-
ered inadmissible testimony in its determination of the case 
and that proper exception was taken ther~to. 
Regardless of the fact of whether or not tlJere was suffi-
cient evidence for the Court to find the prisoner, Russell C. 
Harris, guilty or not., it was reversible error in considering 
· the inadmissible testimony in determining guilt. 
· It will be noted from the record that Harris contended that 
he won the gasoline ration coupons alleged to have been takeh 
from Cox Service Station in a crap game at Carter Jones 
Park. · 
See record, p. 4, .in respect to the testimony of Officer J. C. 
Fortune-Officer Fortune testified that the place he took the 
defendant, Russell C. Harris, to was an alley between 26th 
and 27th Streets and between Bainbridge Street and Perry 
Street, where Harris said he was shooting crap and won the 
gasoline coupons. Officer Fortune said that lhe spot that 
Harris showed him in respect to where the crap game took 
place was under a street light up . ag~inst a garage, where 
Officer Fortune said it would have been impossible for· any-
one to shoot crap. Officer Fortune saying· that there was a 
crack under the garage door about three inches high and the 
dice would have gone under the door, and there was grass 
there three or four inches high. 
Officer A. L. Tatum, corroborated Officer Fortune in the 
foregoing. 
See record, p. 16, as follows i11 respect to the testimony 
of Harris-"Tben Officers Tatum and Fortune took me 
9* to the •carter Jones Park and when they got me there 
asked where the crap game took place. I went with them 
to an alley between 26th and 27th Streets and between Bain-
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bridge Street and Perry and said that the crap game took 
place there.'' Further record., p. 16, Harris did not contend 
that he told the officers anything about winning the coupons 
at the back stop,, which place he stated on the stand the 
coupons were won and the officers t_estified nothi:i:ig was said 
by Harris when they took him to the Carter Jones Park about 
the back stop or a crap game at the back stop. 
. See .record, p. 17, as follows: l\Ir. Maurice inquired why 
he didn't get into the game at the back stop first and Harris 
replied because I did not have enough money and went over 
in the alley to shoot crap with two boys who clidn 't have 
enough money either to g·et in the big game and stated after 
he won so~c money tl1ere that he got in the big game at the 
back stop and won the coupons. · 
It is well settled law that where a prisoner tells a conflict-
ing statement in respect to where he obtained goods or prop-
erty found in his possession shortly subsequent to a break-
ing and entry, tliat such conflicting statements is a culpatory 
circumstance to be considered against him. 
From the foregoing it appears that Harris indicated to the 
officers when they took him to Carter Jones Park a different 
spot in respect to where the gambling took place and the 
coupons were won than the spot he testified in Court in re:. 
spect to the gambling. 
Accordingly, if the place or spot that he indicated at the 
Carter Jones Park was not voluntary, it should have been 
excluded by the Court in determining the guilt of the ac-
cused. 
Held: "The rule excludes not only direct (involuntary) 
· confessions, but any otlrnr declaration tending to im-
10e: plicate the *prisoner in the crime charged, even though 
in terms, it is an accusation of another or a refusal to 
confess. Citing authority. Bram., v. U. S., 168 U. S. 532. 
Accordingly, as involuntary statements tending to indi-
cate guilt arc put on the same basis as direct involuntary 
confessions, if the· statements testified by the officers in re-· 
spect to where the plaintiff in error told him the gambling 
took place were not voluntarily procured., such evidence was 
inadmissible and constitutes reversible error in this case. 
In Lisenba v. People of Calif., 314 U. S. 219, the Court said: 
'' A prisoner held in communicado subjected to questioning 
by officers for long periods and deprived of the advice of 
counsel, we shall scrutinize the record with care to determine 
whether by the use of l1is confession he is deprived of his 
liberty through tyrannical or oppressive means. Officers of 
the law must realize that if they indulge in such practices 
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they may_in the end defeat rather than further the ends of 
justice.'' 
In McNabb v. U. S., 318 U. S. 332, 63 S. Ct. 608, it was held 
that questioning McNabb by Federal Law Enforcement Of-
ficers was iJlegal and that any statements made by him,. even 
if not involuntarily procured, were inadmissible, before tak-
ing him to the neare~t Judicial Officer having jurisdiction un-
der existing laws for a hearing, commitment, or takh1g bail. 
for trial. . 
In .Ashcmft v. State of Tenn., 322 U. S. 143, 64 S. Ct. 920, 
on p. 930, Justice Jackson said: "But does t'!le Constitution 
prohibit use of all confessions made after arrest . beeanse 
questioning, where one is deprived of freedom is 'inherently 
coercive'? The oourt does not quite say so, but· is moving 
far and fast in that direction.'' 
In Chalmers v. Florida, 309 U. S. 227, 60 S. Ct. 472, at 476~ 
the Court said : '' The convict guard and the Sheriff were in 
the Courtroom sitting down in a seat-and from arrest until 
sentenced to death, petitioners were neve1·, eitlrnr in jail 
11 * or in *Court, wholly removed from the constant obser-
vation, influence., custody and control of those whose 
persistent pressure brought about the sunrise confession.'' 
At p. 478. "Here, the record develops a sharp conflict upon 
the issue of physical violence or mistreatment, but shows, 
without conflict, the dragnet methods of arrest on suspicion 
without warrant, and the protracted questioning and cross-
questioning of these ignorant young ·colored tenant farmers 
by State Officers, in a fourth floor jail room, where as pris-
oners they were without friends or counselors and under cir-
cumstances calculated to break the strong·est nerves and the 
stoutest resistance.''· 
Inspection of the Chalmers case will show that it was -taken 
to the Supreme Court of the United States by certiorari in 
coram nobis proceedings and the judgment of conviction de-
clared utterly void. 
: . In Brown v. Miss., 297 U. S. 278, 56 S. Ct. 461, The Supreme 
Court of the United States said: "In the instant case., the 
Trial Court was fully advised by the undisputed evidence the 
way in which the confessions had been procured. The Trial 
Court held th~t there was no other evidence upon which con-
viction and sentence could be based. Yet,. it proceeded to 
permit conviction and sentence and to pronounce judgment; 
The conviction and sentence were void for want of essential 
·elements of due process and the proceedings thus vitiated 
could be challenged in any appropriate manner." See White 
v. Tex., 310 U. S. 530, 60 S. Ct. 1032; Ca11ty v. Ala., 309 U. S. 
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629, 60 S. Ct. 612; Vernon v. Ala., 313 U .. S. 547, 61 S. Ct. 
1092. 
The statements of Harris would have been held involun-
. tarily even before the Supreme Court of the United States 
took such liberal views in respect to direct or indirect admis-
sions of a prisoner held incommunicado under ])ram v. 
12° U. B., 168 U. S. 532, ·~referred to in .Lisenba v. Calif., 
314 u. s. 219. 
The Bram c&se involved the murder of Captain Nash, and 
bis wife., and another man, while the ''Robert Fuller", an 
American ship, was on the high seas. Soon after the mur-
ders were discovered, the mefubers of the crew put one of 
the ship's officers by the name of Brown in irons and later 
arrested and put Bram in irons. 
When the vessel arrived at Halifax, N. S., Bram was 
brought into the private office of a U. S. Department of Jus-
tice Agent by the name of Power . 
.At the trial of Bram in the United States Court at Bc,ston, 
Mass., for the murder of. Captain Nash, Power, the witness, 
answe.rcd as follows : '' When Mr. Bram came into my office, 
I said to him : 'Bram, we are trying to unravel this horrible 
mystery,' I said: 'Your position is rather nn awkward one. 
I have l1a<l Brown in this office and he made a statement that 
he saw vou do the murder'. He said: 'He could not have 
seen me·; ·where was he ? ' I said: 'He states he was at the 
wheel.' 'vV ell,' he said, 'he could not see me from there.' 
L said, 'Some of us here think you could not have done all 
that crime alone. If you had an accomplice, you should say 
so, and not bave the blame of this l10rrible crime on your own 
shoulders.' He said: 'Well, I think, and many others on 
board .the ship think, that Brown is the murderer, but I don't 
know anything about it.' He was rather short in his·replies." 
The contention of the Supreme Court was that the forego-
ing conversation, between Detective Power and the accused, 
was competent only as a confession by him made, that it was 
offered as such and that it was erroneously admitted, as it 
was not shown to have been voluntary. 
The rule excludes not only direct confessions, but any other 
declaration tending to implicate the prisoner in the crime 
charged, everi though in terms, it is an accusation of 
13* *another or a refusal to confess. 
The Court continued: '' But the State says this was 
a denial of guilt and. not a confession. It was a declaration 
which the State used to procure a conviction, and it is not for 
the State to say the declaration did not prejudice the pris-
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oner's case. Why introduce it at all unless to lay a founda-
tion for the prosecution? 
The use which was made of the prisoner's statement pre-
cluded the State from saying that it was not used to his preju-
dice. 
The detective repeats what lie said to the prisoner, whom 
he had ·thus stripped, as .follows: ''When Mr. Bram came 
into my office, I said. to him: 'Bram, we are trying· to unravel 
this horrible mystery.' I said: 'Your position is rat.her an 
awkward one-I have had Brown in this office, and he made 
a statement that he saw you do the murder.' He said: 'He 
could not have seen me, wher~was be!' I said: 'He states 
he was at the wheel.' '"\Vell,' he said, 'he could not see me 
from there.' '' 
The fact, then, iSi, that the language of the accused, which 
was offered in evidence as a confession, was made use of by 
him as a reply to the statement of the detective that Bram's 
co-suspect had charged him with the crime, and, althoug·h the 
answer was in the form of a denial, it was doubtless offered 
as a confession because of an implication of g·uilt that it was 
conceived the words of denial might be consicler~d to mean. 
But the situation of the accused, and the nature of the com-
munication made to him bv the detective. necessarilv over-
throws any possible implication that his reply to the detective 
could have been the result of a purely voluntary mental ac-
tion; that is to say, when all the surrounding· circumstances 
are considered in their true relations, not only is the claim 
that the statement wa~. voluntary overthrown, but the im: 
pression is irresistibly produced that it *must neces_-
14* sarily have been the result of either hope or fear., or 
both, operating on the mind. 
It cannot be doubted that placed in the position in which 
the accused was when the statement was made to him that the 
other suspected person had charµ:ed him with crime, the re-
sult was to produce upon bis mind the fear that if he re:. 
mained silent it would be considered an admission of guilt, 
and the ref ore render certain his being committed for trial as 
the guilty person, and it cannot be conceived that tlrn converse 
impression would not also have naturally arisen, that by de-
nial there was hope of removing the suspicion from himself. 
If this must lmve been the state of mind of one situated as 
was the prisoner when the confession was made, how in rea-
son can it be said that the answer which he g·ave and which. 
was required by the situatjon was wholly volu~1tary and in no 
manner influenced by the force of hope or fear 1 
Were the statements made by plai~tiff in error, Russell C. 
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Harris, to Police Officers .. Fortune and Tatum, in respect to 
the spot at Carter Jones .Park, where_ the gambling took place 
voluntarv and a free exercise of his will 1 
It will" be notc<l from the record that Offi.cers Fortune and 
Tatum arrested the plaintiff in error about 2 A. M. Febru-
ary 17, 1D45., on the 2500 block ·wise Street in South Hieh-
mond, Virginia. 
At wlJich time Hafris was only a half a block from his own 
home and accompanied by a companion, "Wilson V. Mi1ler, 
who was going- by the home of Harris for the purpose of bor-
rowing an overwat from the said Harris. 
That the entire conduct of the Officers from the time of 
the arrest until the next morning was ruthless and in utter 
disregard of every right of an individual guaranteed by the 
Constitution of Virginia and the Fourteenth Amendment oi 
the Constitution of the United States. · 
15* *At the timo of the arrest the said Officers didn't lmow 
that the service station of H. T. Cox .had been broken 
into and the two boys were walking clown the street violat-
ing no law. 
Nevertheless, they are halted and stopped and searched by 
the officers, and immediately placed in. the police car by the 
two above officers and conveyed to the police station, known 
as the Third Police Station, in South Richmond, Virginia, 
with .the advice, consent., and approval of Serg·eant Hall of 
.. the Richmond Poliee Department. 
Plaintiff in error was a young boy of only twenty-two years 
of ag:e, wholly ignorant of the law and of his rights. In rJ. 8. 
v. Kallas, 272, Fed. 742, the petitioner was a lHborer and a 
eook-the Court said: 
''Where the confession was obtained from him, while l1e 
was confined in jail throug·h questions asked him by an agent 
of the Department of ,Justice, without having been warned 
of his right to remain silent and of tbe effect of his answers 
as evidence against him-the confession was obtained by 
compulsion.'' 
In State v. Carey (Md.), 142 Atl. 498, the Court said: 
"It is not of course un easv matter to measure in all cases· 
the force of the influence used or to decide as to its. effect 
upon the mind of the prisoner; much, very much, we may 
add., depends upon the age, the experience, the intelligence 
and character of the prison(lr." 
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In State v . .tfogustee, 50 La. A.nu. 488, 23 Southem 612, a 
confession wa·s obtained from a prisoner held :in confinement 
by officers, without any direct threats or inducements, and 
not necessarily subjected to protracted questioning, yet the 
court, under the surrounding circumstances,_ held the conf es-
sion obtained by compulsion, the court saying: 
" 'The rule of law', says Greenleaf on Evidence, section 219, 
'demands that the confesiou shall have been made volun-
tarily, witho11t the appliances of hope o~ fear by any other 
person. '-And whether it was so made or not is · to be de-
termined upon consideration of the ag·e: situation, and char-
acter of the person, ai1d the circumstances under ,vhich it is 
made.'' 
16* "Accordingly., along with the recent decisions of the 
Supreme Court of the United States that haYe held 
statements of a culpatory nature direct or indirect made by 
prisoners held in communicado, without auy expressed words 
of inducement in respect to fear or hope on the pad of the 
officers to be inadmissible, we cannot visualize a case wlrnre. 
the officers so utterly. disregarded the law as in the case .of 
the plaintiff in error. 
The prisoner was told by the officers when he was arrested 
without warrant of law as aforesaid the following: . '~We 
told them that we were going to take them, down to the station 
house and hold them for a few minutes and if any of these·· 
places on our beat had broken into the charge would be rnore 
· than apt pinned on them. So we asked them into the -car." 
Rec. 7. 
The .fore going shows a con£ ession on the part of the offi-
cers that they never intended to deal with this boy fairly and 
in a legal and prope~· way. · _ 
Subsequent to the discovery on the part of the officers 
that the filling station of Cox had been entered, they searched 
Harris and found gasoline ration coupons that he had stuck 
in his sock. 
This search was conducted by the police with utter dis-
regard for any rule of propriety or common decency. Harris 
said, record p.15, that Sergeant Hall came to the station house 
around 3 :45 A. M. and said that Cox Service Sta Hon at Belt 
Boulevard and Forest Hill Avenue had been broken into. 
"The police searched us, stripping us of our clothes. I was 
right in line where anyone going along the street could have 
seen me. They found some gasoline coupons ~n my sock." 
See Rec. 8. 
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'' Officer Fortune further testified that after the of.fleer~ 
discovered that the Cox Filling Station had been broken into 
and money and gasoline coupons stolen, that tbe of1icers ques-
tioned Russell u. Harris, repeatedly, in the Sergeant's room 
in the station house, he (Fortune), Sergeant Brown, 
17"' Serg·eant Hall, *and Police Officer Atkinson were pres-
ent when the questioning of Harris in resp~ct to thc-1 
breaking· and entry of the Cox Filling Station took place, 
and that Harr-is, the defeiidant, at the.same time and place wa.:· 
required to take his clothes off at the direction, of one of tht: 
officers." 
The midnight vigil continues until the next morning and 
Sergeant Inmann of the Richmond Police Force tries his hand 
at obtaining a confession from Harris. Rec. ll. 
See Hee. p. 15, Harris testified: '· I was then taken intu 
the courtroom and questioned by Sergeant Hall. I was re-
peatedly questioned by Sergeant Hall and Mr. Fortune and 
Sergeant Brown and Officer Atkinson was in this room where 
the repeated questioning of me took place. Sergeant Hall 
asked me what we did with the glass bank we had taken out 
of Mr. Cox's service station. I told him I knew nothing about 
J\fr. Cox's place being broken into and knew nothing about 
the bank. He kept repeating that he knew I was lying and 
kept repeating where I had put the bank and I kept answer-· 
ing I hadn't seen any bank. He then said I just want the 
bank back because Mr. Cox desires it for sentimental rea--
sons and I denied all knowledge of the breaking into the fill-
ing station or any knowledge of the bank. Serg·eant Hall 
said that he knew that I was lying and that he knew that 
1[iller and I had broken into the Cox Service Station and 
said: 'Dam it' we can prove it.'' . 
.A}ter the all-night ordeal the prisoner was carried by two 
police officers, Fortune and Tatum, to the Carter Jones Park, 
where the gambling was said to have taken place in order 
that Harris would point out the spot. 
Serg·eant Hall testified that he instructed Mr. Fortune and 
Mr. Tatum to take Miller and Harris separately to the Carter 
Jones Park for the purpose of showing or pointing out where 
the crap game took place. Rec. p. 10. 
18* *See Rec. p. 16, Harris testified: ''Then Sergeant 
Hall ordered ·Officers Fortune and Tatum to take m; 
separately to the place I told them we had been shooting 
crap and had won the gasoline coupons. · Then Officers Ta-
tum and Fortune took me to the Carter Jones Park and when 
they got me there asked where the crap game took place. I 
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went with them to an alley between 26th and .27th Streets 
and between Bainbridge Street and Perry and said that the 
crap game. took place there. Harris did not contend that he 
told the officers anything about winning the coupons at the 
back stop, which place he stated on the stand the coupons 
were won and the officers testified nothing was said by Har-
ris when they took him to the Carter Jones Park about the 
back stop or a crap game at the back stop. Harris testified 
that when Officers Fortune and Tatum took him to the Car-
ter Jones Park that no warrant had been issued against him 
and that he was not warned at any time by any of the· police 
officers from the time of his arrest. until they ceased to come 
in contact with him that anything he said would be used 
against him. That he was afraid that if he remained silent 
and did not ans,ver the questions of the police officers or do 
their bidding that such actions on his part would lmrt bis 
case if he was tried for breaking into the Cox filling station. 
That he stated that he believed that had he refused to accom-
pany the police to the Carter Jones Park to show the spot 
where the gambling took place or resisted the efforts of Of-
ficers Tatum and Fortune in conveying him to the Carter 
.Jones Park that physical violence _on his person would have 
been inflicted by the officers .. T~at he was totally and wholly 
ignorant of the fact that he did not have to talk or answer 
any questions of the officers or refuse to go with them and 
point out the place tlie gambling took place or tlmt such re. 
fusal could not be used against him on trial. That he did not 
know he bad the fre,e right to have counsel when any ques-
tions were asked him by the officers or when it was de-
19~ mantled he do any *act in respect to investigation con-
cer!).ing the. alleged crime.'' 
We submit, whereas there was a discrepancy .in respect to 
the statements the officers said that Harris told them at the 
Carter Jones Park in respect to the spot the gambling fook 
place and the place Harris testified to at his trial in the 
Hustings Court, Part Il,, of Richmond, Virginia, April 3. 
1945, and that such discrep8:ncy was. a culpatory circum-
stance used against him by the Judge in determining his guilt 
and the Judge was in error in consid~ring the spot Harris 
told the officers the gambling took place because his answer 
to the question of the· officers, under the circumstances herein 
was not voluntary, and the action of the Judge in consider-
ing such evidence and not ruling it out from his considera-
tion of the case constitutes reversible error. 
Can it be said under the entire circumstances of this case 
that the statements procured from Harris by Officers For-
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tune and .Tatum, were any more of a voluntary character than 
the state·ment procured from Bram by Detective Power, iti 
Bram v. U. 8., 168 U. S. 532? 
Plainly as was said by the Supreme Court of the United 
States in llfcNabb v. U. S., 318 U. S. 332, 63 S. Ct. 608, a con-
viction secured through such flagrant disregard of law can-
not be allowed to stand without making· the courts themselv<.3s 
accomplice~ in wilful disobedience of law. 
PROPOSITION IV. 
Under the foregoing we will discuss certificate of excep-
.tions No. 4-that is that the verdict of the court was con-
trary to the Jaw and the evidence and without evidence to 
support it. . 
As was said by Justice Browning in Bland v. Common-
wealth, 177 Va. 889: "We have said, too·often to need cita-
tinn, that it i~ just as obligatory, upon the Appellate Court: 
to set aside a verdict of a jury and the judgment of a court, 
when it is, in its opinion, contrary to the law and evidence 
and therefore plainly wrong, as it is to sustain it when the 
reverse is true. '' 
20* •1. No prima f acie case was established. No one 
saw tho crime committed or ever saw the plaintiff in 
error, Russell C. Harris, at any time in, near or in the vi-
cinitv of the Cox service station on Belt Boulevard and For-
est Hill A venue. 
None of the fruits or spoils of the crime were found on 
the person or in the possession of the plaintiff in error ancl 
neither was there found in l1is poss~ssion any instrumentality, 
established to have been used in perpetrating the entry of the 
filling station. · 
The record shows that the police officers found a little 
over $15.00 on the person of Russell C. Harris. This money 
was neither identified or attempted to be identified as the 
money taken from the Cox Service Station. 
The record shows that a glass bank put out by the Standard 
Oil Company was stolen at the time of the entry. Said bank 
was not found in the possession of Russell C. Harris, and 
has never been found. 
There was no evidence that the screw driver found on 
Harris at the time of his arrest was an instrumentality used 
in effecting the entry of the Cox Service Station. · 
Lieutenant Wright of the Richmond Police Force testified 
he checked the door of the Cox Service. Station and took pie-
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tures of same. Mr. Maurice, the Commonwealth Attorney, 
asked Lieutenant Wright if this was the screw driver that 
prized the door· open. ( Showing him the screw driver taken 
off the defendant, Russell C. Harris.) Lieutenant Wright 
said he could not say that the indicated screw driv:er which 
was found on Harris was the screw driver used in the break-
ing into of the service station. He said: "I cannot say if a 
sc1~ew driver prized the door open, as you can see in the pic-
ture, whoever prized it open worked it up and down so as to 
enlarge the hole. · I can only swear that it was done by a light 
instrument.'' 
21 * *The transcript of the testimony shows 61 gasoline 
ration coupons were found in the possession of the 
plaintiff in error at the police station around 3 o'clock A.. M. 
February 17, 1945, and t4ere is not a scintilla of evidence to 
establish that a single one of the said documents had ever 
come into the possession of H. T. Cox or the Cox Service 
Station. 
Officer J. C. Fortune testified: ''We searched Harris and 
found several gasoline coupons that he had stuck in his sock. 
There was one license number I just happened to know by 
seeing it so much belonging to Mr. Lawson, 5116 Devonshire 
Road, and his license number is also the same, 5116. Here is 
a list of coupons found on Harris. He had one of Lawson's 
coupons, 5116 and the remainder taken off of MiUer at head-
quarters he also bad two of Mr. Lawsol).'s coupons, 5116. '' 
Rec. p. 7. 
IL T. Cox, owner of the filling station, testified: "That 
Mr. C. R. Lawson was a customer of his and that he sold 
Mr. Lawson gasoline on the 16th of February, 1945, and took 
up·gas coupons from him and that the coupons which he took 
in from Mr. Lawson were a portion of the property stolen 
from him." Rec. p. 11. 
]\fr. Charles R. Lawson testified that he 1·esided. at 5116 
Devonshire Road, Richmond, Virginia. That he bought gaso-
line from Mr. H. T. Cox at his filling station around 6 :30 
P. J\f. February 16, 1945. That Mr. Cox waited on him and 
that be was a customer of Mr. Cox. That he generally pur-
chased gas on Saturday and therefore on this occasion got 
his gas on Friday. . 
That when he purchased the gas from ]\.fr. Cox as afore-
said, he gave Mr. Cox two coupons No. 14 and on said coupons 
was his license number 5116, which was the same number as 
his home number on Devonshire Road and that Mr. Cox's 
filling· station was the only place that he had cashed anv gas 
coupons along abo~.t tJiat time. " 
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22* * Accordingly, Mr. Lawson testified that he cashed two 
gasoline ration coupons with Mr. H .. T. Cox on Febru-
ary 16, 1945, and Mr. Cox testified that these coupons wert-l 
stolen from his service station at the time of the. breaking 
and entry. 
We cannot assume that Mr. Lawson traded with Mr. Cox 
exclusively and got all of his gas from this service station, 
and that every coupon that was issued to Lawson by the Ra~ 
tion Board was cashed with Mr. Cox. 
All Mr. Lawson testified to that was Mr. ·cox's filling sta-
tion was the only place that he bad cashed any gas coupon8 · 
along aboitt that time. As far as the record· is concerned he 
may have cashed coupons issued to him by the Ration. Board 
·several days prior to February 16, 1945, at other service sta-
tions in Ricbmond, which in all probability he did. 
~here is not a bit of evidence to identify the gasoline 
coupons found on Harris by the of .ficers, issued to Lawson, 
as a coupon that Lawson cashed at the. Cox service station. 
There is not a bit· of evidence that Harris had in his pos-
session any gasoline coupons issued to P. H. Gabriel and 
stolen from the service station. 
Mr. Cox testified that he had occasion to sell some g·as to 
P. H. Gabriel and Mr. Cox was asked, if the coupons he took 
in from Gabriel were among those that were stolen and he 
answered yes. Rec. p. 12. 
P. H. Gabriel testified that he lived on Patterson Avenuo 
and Ridge Road, Richmond, Virginia, and was a manager at 
the Du Pont Cellophane Plant. That he was a customer of 
Mr. H. T. Cox and that his license number was 25048 and that 
he had B5 coupons and that he cashed some of them with Mr. · 
Cox on the evening of February 16, 1945. That he very sel-
dom bought any gas elsewhere than from Mr. Cox and that 
he had all of his coupons except those cashed with Mr. Cox 
with one or two exceptions where he had cashed them at 
other places. Rec. p. 13. 
23* *We submit that even if any of the coupons issued ·by 
the Ration Board to P. H. Gabriel had been found on 
'Russell 0. Harris, the plaintiff in error, there would have 
been no evidence that the coupons found on Harris had ever 
been cashed by Gabriel at the Cox Service Station. 
In fact NO coupons issued to P. H. Gabriel were found on 
the plaintiff in error. ' 
Police Officer J. C. Fortune did not testify he found anv 
Gabri~l coupons on Harris. He testified: '' I checked with 
Mr. Paul H. Gabriel, 4104 Cambridge Road; he is here to 
testify and so is Mr. Lawson.'' Rec. p. 8. 
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The attorney for the Commonwealth admitted no Gabriel 
coupons were found on Harris. See Rec. p. 8. "At this point 
Mr. Maurice, the Commonwealth .A.ttomey, stated to the 
Court:" "I can't find that coupon here, it must be in thP 
coupons taken off of :Miller." 
2~ Even if it were conceived for the sake of argument that 
the coupons found on Harris had been cashed with IL T. Cox, 
it is doubtful whether the Commonwealth has come within th~ 
ruling of Drinkard v. Commonwealth, ·163 Va. 1074, in whicla 
case the Court said: '' It is unquestionably the law that in thti 
absence of evidence to show that the house from which the 
p;oods were stolen was broken and entered at the same tim~ 
the goods were· stolen and as ·a part of the same tra.nsaction; 
the unexplained exclusive poss~ssion of .recently stolen good::-: 
is not sufficient, standing alone to establish that the accused 
broke and entered a house in which they were with intent to 
commit larceny therein and stole the g·oods therefrom. ''. . 
It will be. noted in the Drinkard case, supra, the trunk in 
which the bedspread was placed was broken into at the same 
time of the entry. However, in the case of the plaintiff in 
error H. T. Cox testified-see Rec. p. 12-as follows: 
24* *Mr. Cox was further asked on cross examination if 
it wouldn't have been possible for someone to have 
stolen the gasoline coupons before he closed the station at 10 
P. 1\I. while he was waiting on a customer on the outside and 
supposed his wife was on the inside of the filling station and 
answere~ a whole lot, of things can happen, but they don't 
happen that way, and further said that it is nothing· impos;.. 
sible that couldn't happen. 
See Rec. p. 8, P. H. Gabriel testified as follows: 
'' Sometimes when I stop in -there J\tlrs. Cox is there and the~ 
two boys are there and most of the family is around there, 
but who was there that night I don't know exactly.'' 
Also, on cross examination he was asked~don 't a lot of 
people stay around J\tlr. Cox's filling-station just like any 
other filling station¥ He answered "yes''. · 
He testified that a negro also worked at Mr. Cox's filling 
station. · · • 
3. Even if it be conceded for the sake ·of argument that 
gasoline ration coupons that were taken from the fillino- sta-
tion at the time of the breaking and entry. were fou;d on 
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Russell C. Harris, the plaintiff in error, nevertheless, his 
explanation of how he came into the possession of the coupons 
stands uncontrac.licted and is not inconsistent with any other 
(admissible) evidence in the case or viewed in the light of all. 
the other evidence in the case is not unreasonable or im-
probable and is not inconsistent with any fact or circumstunce 
.of which there is testimony. 
In Spratley v. Comnwnwealth, 154 Va. 854~' the Court said: 
'' While the jury is the judge of both the weight of the testi-
mony and the credibility of witnesses, it may not arbitrarily 
or without any justification therefor give no weig·ht to ma-
terial evidence, which is uncontradicted and is not inconsist-
ent with any other evidence in the case, or refuse to credit 
the uncontradicted testimony of a witness, even though 
25* he be the accused, *whose credibility has not been im-
peached, and whose testimony is not either in or of it-
self, or when viewed in the light of all t~e other evidence in 
the case, unreasonable or improbable and not inconsistent 
. with any fact or circumstance to which there is testimony or 
of which there is evidence. There must be something to jus-
tify the jury in not crediting and in disregarding the testi-
monv of the accused other than the mere fact that he is the 
accused or one of them.'' 
In Hawkin,.-, v. Commonwealth, 160 Va. 935, the Court said: 
_ '' If the testimony of the accused were true, this was a case 
of justifiable homicide. The fact that a man has been drink-
ing does not ipso facto deprive him of the. right of self-de-
fense, even though the necessity for the exercise of the right 
might not have arisen had neither he nor his aggressor been 
drinking. There is no evidence in the record which tends to 
contradict the testimony of the accused. ij:is account of what 
occurred is not inconsistent with any other evidence intro-
cluced either·bv the Commonwealth or the accused. On the 
contrary, the e~dence of the Commonwealth tends to support 
the story told by the accused.'' · . 
In Glisson v . .State (Fla.), 96 Southern 841, the Court said: 
"When a party who is charged with breaking and entering 
a building with intent to steal is found in possession of goods 
recently stolen directly gives a reasonable and credible ac~ 
count of how he came into such possession, or such account 
as will raise a reasona,ble doubt in the minds of the jury, then 
it becomes the duty of the State·to prove that such account 
is untrue, otherwise he should be acquitted.'' 
Now let us see in view of the foregoing authorities whether 
or not the explanation of Harris of how he came into the pos-
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session of the coupons creates a reasonable doubt as a mat-
ter of law. · 
It will be noted from the transcript of the testimony that 
immediately upon being picked up by the officers at 2 
26~ · o'clock * A. M. he stated that he and his companion 
(Miller-) had been shooting crap at the Carter Jones 
Park. That at such time he was just a short distance· from 
this park. That it is a matter of common knowledge that 
gambling· goes on nearly every night in this park. That at 
said time the breaking and entry of the Cox Service Station 
had not been discovered. Harris, a youth of twenty-two years 
of age, consistently told this story in respect to gambling 
and winning the coupons iJJ. spite of the unfair and outrageous 
tactics of the officers who persistently in groups and relays 
subjected him to repeated questioning and cross-questioning. 
We desire to say at this point that the explanation of how 
Harris came into possession of the coupons creates a reason-
able doubt on authority of the foregoing cases, excluding the 
·· statements he made when conveyed to the Carter Jones Park 
in the custody of _police officers, which testimony was wholly 
inadmissible as involuntary for reasons and authorities here-
tofore discussed in this brief, and without such inadmissible 
testimony his explanation is credible and there was no evi-
dence on which the Court could predicate a verdict of guilty. 
That the prisoner·had no previous criminal record but the 
attitude of the officers was just to pin a crime on him. The 
foregoing was well expressed by Officer Fortune before he 
knew the station had been entered as follows: ''We told them 
that we were going to take them down to the- station house 
and hold them for a few minutes and if any of these places 
on our beat had broken into the charge would be more than 
apt pinned on them:" 
See Rec. p. 9, Police Officer A. L. Tatum testified that they 
carried Mrs. Cox down to the Third Police Station and had 
her lool:r at Miller and ·Harris, but she couldn't identify them 
as the same two boys who had been in or around the service 
station the day before. 
27* '"'The Police made no investigation or even further in"'.' 
quiry .in respect to the two suspicious characters that 
had been hanging around the Cox station at Forest Hill Ave-
nue and Belt Boulevard the day bef gre the breaking and 
entry took place. · · · 
While a screw driver was found in the pocket of the plain-
tiff in error, no connection of the screw driver with the crime 
is established by any evidence. Harris testified that he had 
been using the screw driver earlier in the evening at home 
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and just came off with it in his pocket. That he forgot he 
had it there and stated that he had peen using the screw 
driver at home to prize a piece of wood off the fence for fire-
wood. 
The explanation of Harris why he stuck the gasoline ration 
~oupons in his sock is neither incredible nor unreasonable. 
In Bland v. Commonwealth, 177 Va. 819, tl1e Court said: 
''Upon being questioned by the officers as to why they were 
in the alley and why they ran, the boys said they went there 
Qn .account of a physical necessity and also to take a drink 
of illicit liquor which they had purchased from a bootlegg~r 
whom they had contacted on the way back to the city from 
the fair grounds. The officers testified that there was visible 
evidence of the truth of the first reason assigned and the ac-
cused and his companion testified the boy whom the officers 
failed to apprehend had the liquor. 
'' Thus, we have the accused, in accounting for his conduct, 
corroborated by a physical fact, disclosed by an officer, and 
the liquor incident not denied. One's knowledg·e of human 
affairs and boys makes one know that it is perfectly natural 
for boys to try to escape, when caught by police, doing either 
of the thing·s alleged, in the place where they were.'' 
Harris testified: '' They found some gasoline coupons in 
my. sock. I ha~ put them there while talking to three police~ 
men in the station house. I knew I didn't have any business 
- · with them, so I put them in my left sock. I knew if they 
28* found *them on me there would be trouble~'' 
. It is a matter of common knowlE,dgij that anyone with 
any intelligence at all knows that it is a violation of law to 
unlawfully use, possess, acquire or transfer gasoline ration 
coupons. Second War Powers Act of Congress (1942). One'i:; 
knowledge of human affairs and boys makes one know that it 
is perfectly natural for boys to try to hide the evidence, when 
being searched by police, knowing they had in their possession 
documents prohibited by law. 
· Further, H. T. Cox testified that pretty close to $200.00 
had been stolen at the time his station was entered. Only a 
little over $15.00 was found on the plaintiff in error. 
Certainly, nothing· is unreasonable or incredible in respec.t 
to .the testimony of the plaintiff in error that he heard in 
Wallace's Grill that a crap game was in-progress at the Car-
ter Jones Park. · 
Certainly, nothing is incredible or unreasonable in respect 
to the testimony of Harris that he bad lived in South Rich-
mond all his life arid that he did not know any of the fellows 
that were shooting crap in the Carter Jones Park. How often 
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do boys in a city of over 200,000 population get either to 
gambling or drinking .with parties they have never previously 
known or associated with? The foregoing is doubly true at 
thP present time when Richmond has over 100,000 floating 
population. 
The following appears, Rec., p. 18: Harris further testi-
fied that he was going to meet the man that he won the coupons 
from the next day at 7th and Broad Streets in: order for the 
man to redeem them and Harris contended that this man said 
that he ran a service station in the West End of Richmond. 
Harris said that even if the man did not meet him the next 
day to redeem, the coupons that he (Harris) knew where he 
could get money for the coupons. 
29* *It is also a matter of common knowledge that Har-
ris would have experienced no difficulty whatsoever in 
procuring money for the coupons and would care very little · 
whether the man appeared for the purpose of redemption of 
the coupons. 
Accordingly, we submit, that outside of the evidence in the 
recqrd in respect to involuntary statements made by Harris, 
while in custody at Carter Jones Park, there was no evidence 
on which to predicate a verdict of guilty, as his explanation 
is neither unreasonable nor incredible when viewed in the 
light of all the other evidence or testimony ~n the case, and 
creates a reasonable doubt, as a matter of law. 
Therefore, on account of the foregoing reasons the peti-
tioner prays that a writ of error and supersedeas may be 
awarded him; that the judgment complained of may be re-
viewed and reversed by this Honorable Court and that peti~ 
tioner µiay have such other relief as he may be entitled to 
under the law. · · 
Counsel for the petitioner has mailed copy of this petition 
to Mr. Charles E. Maurice, Attorney for the Commonwealth 
and Second Assistant Commonwealth Attorney of Richmond, 
Virginia, this 3rd day of July, 1945. Counsel for the petitioner 
desfres to rely upon this petition as his opening brief, will 
file the same in the office of the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Virginia, at Richmond, Virginia, and request an oral hear-
ing of the application for an appeal . 
. Respectfully submitted, 
RUSSELL C. HARRIS, 
By W. A. HALL, JR., 
His Counsel. 
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W. A. Hall, Jr., Attorney at Law, practicing in the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia, doth certify that in his 
' opinion, the decisions and judgment complained of should be 
revi~wed by the Supreme Ceurt of Appeals of Virgi;nia and 
the judgment reversed. 
Respectfully, 
W. A. HALL, JR. 
Received July 3, 1945. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
Rec'd 7-19-45. 
G. L. B. 
Writ of error and· superesedeas awarded. Supersedeas., 
however, is not to operate to discharge petitioner from cus-
tody if in custody or to release bis bond if out on bail. 
Sept. 21, 1945. 
Received Sept. 21, 1945. 
GEORGE L. BROWNING. 
M. B. W. 
RE CO.RD 
State of Virginia, 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
Pleas before the Honorable Willis C. Pulliam, Judge of 
the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond, Part II, at 
the courtroom thereof in its courthouse at Tenth and Hull 
Streets, in the City of Richmond, on .the 28th day of May, 
1945. 
Be it rem.embered that her~tofore, to-wit: .At a Hustings 
Court of the City of Richmond, Part II, at the courtroom 
thereof in its courthouse at Tenth and Hull Streets, in the 
City of Richmond, on the 12th day of March, 1945. 
24 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Aylett T. Goddin, Foreman, George W. Porter., H. Eugene 
Gilliam,.Raymond W. White and Beverley F. Turner, Jr. (c) 
were sworn a Special Grand Jury of inquest in and for the · 
body of this City, and having received its charge, retired to 
consider of its presentments, and after a time, returned into 
Court and presented: · 
An indictment against-Russell C. Harris-Housebreaking 
-'' A True Bill.''; 
which Indictment, with the endorsement of the Foreman 
thereon, is in the words and figures following, to-wit: 
'' Commonwealth of Virginia 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
In the Hustings Court Part II of the City of Richmond: 
The Grand Jurors of the Commonwealth of Virginia., in and 
for the body of the City of Richmond and now attending said 
Court, upon their oaths present that Russell 0. Harris (w) on 
the 16th day of February, in the year one thousand nine hun-
dred and forty-five, and wit~n the twelve months last past, 
at the said City of Richmond, and within the jurisdiction 
of said Husting·s Court, Part II, of the City of Richmond, a 
. certain store house not adjoining to or occupied 
page 2 ~ with the dwelling house of any one, kno~ as Cox's 
. Service Station, then and there situate in the City 
aforesaid, in the nighttime of the day aforesaid, unlawfully 
and feloniously did break., enter with intent then and there 
unlawfully and feloniously to commit the crime of larceny 
therein ; and then and there ·did in the same store house, un-
lawfully and feloniously did take, steal and carry away U. S. 
Currency to the amount of $15.04, one glass bank .and 64 gaso-
line ration coupons, the money and property of H. T. Cox, 
against the peace and dignity · of the Commonwealth of Vir. 
ginia. · · 
Upon the testimony of the following witnesses sworn in 
open court and sent before the .Grand Jury to testify. 
CHAS. R. PURD:Y 
·Clerk 
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Witnesses: 
A. L. Tatum 
J. C. ·Fortune 
J. L. Hall 
G. S. Perkins P. C. ~ 
G. H. Bowles 
Jas. Inman 
Lt. John Wright 
H. T. Cox Forest Hill Ave. and Belt Blvd. 
Endorsement of Foreman: 
'' A True Bill 
A. T. GODDIN 
Foreman.'' 
And at another day, to-wit: at a Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II, held on the 3rd day of April, 
1945. 
Russell C. Harris, who stands indicted for a felony (House-
breaking) was this day led to the bar in the custody of the 
Sergeant of this Court, and being arraigned of said offense, 
pleaded not guilty to same. And with the consent of the ac-
cused, given in person, after being advised by his 
page 3 ~ counsel, W. A. Hall, and the concurrence of the 
Court, and the Assistant Attorney for the. Common. 
wealth, now entered of record, the Court proceeded to hear 
and determine tl1is case without the intervention of a jury. 
Counsel for the accused moved the Court to quash the in-
dictment on the gTound that it fails to specify the denomina-
tion of tl1e currency alleged to have been stolen, which mo-
tion the Court, after hearing aJ:"gum.ent thereon., overruled. 
Counsel for accused then moved the Court to require the 
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney to specify whether the 
alleged crime occurred on the 16th or 17th day of February, 
1945, which motion the Court, after hearing argument there-
on, overruled. 
The Court then proceeded to hear the evidence and having 
heard the evidence and arg11ments of counsel~ doth find the 
said Russell C. Harris guilty, as charged, and ascertains his 
punishment at confinement in the penitentiary for a period 
of five years. 
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Whereupon, it being demanded of the said Russell C. Har-
ris, if anything for himself, he had or knew, to say why the 
Court should not now proceed to pronounce judgment :.:,.gainst . 
him according to law and nothing being offered or alleged in 
delay thereof, it is considered by the Court that the said 
Russell 0. Harris be cop.fined in the penitentiary for a period 
of five years, this being the period by the Court ascertained. 
And it is further considered by the Court that the Com-
monwealth do recover of the said Russell C. Harris her costs 
incident to this proceeding. 
It is ordered that the Sergeant of this City do, when re-
. quired so to do, deliver the said Russell 0. Harris 
page 4 ~ from the jail of this city to the Superintendent of 
the Penitentiary, in said penitentiary to be con-
.fined and treated in the manner prescribed by law. 
And at another day, to-wit: at a Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II, held the 6th day of April, 1945. 
This day came W. A. Hall, Counsel for Russell 0. Harris, 
and represented to the Court that he desires to make a motion 
to set aside the judgment of this Court, rendered on the Hrd 
day of April, 1945, and that he desires the presence of Rus-
sell C. Harris during the argument on this motion. 
It is therefore ordered that the Superintendent of the Vir-
ginia State Penitentiary do deliver the said Russell C. Harris 
to the Sergeant of this Court, and that the Sergeant of this 
Court, upon receiving the said Russell C. Harris, do prodnce 
his body before this Court forthwith. 
Counsel for the accused, having indicated bis intention fa 
apply to the Supreme Court of Appeals for a ,vrit of Error, 
it is ordered that at the conclusion of the argument on the 
said motion, in case said motion is overruled, the said Russell 
C. Harris be remanded to jai~. and there safely kept until the 
further order of this Court. 
,, 
And at the same day, ·to-wit: at a Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II. 
This day came again Russell C. Harris (w), in person, and 
by his counsel, W. A. Hall. · 
Whereupon, counsel for the accused moved the Court to 
set aside its judgment entered against the accused on the 
3rd day of April, 1945, and the Court, having heard argu-
ment of counsel for the a.ccused, as well as of the Assistant 
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Attorney for the Commonwealth, doth overrule the said mo-
tioa . 
page 5 ~ v\Tl1ereupon, counsel for the accused excepted to 
the ruling of the Court in refusing to set aside its 
judgment and verdict for the reasons this day raised., and the 
prisoner, by counsel expressed his intention of applying t~ the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a Writ of Error 
and Supersedeas, and moved the Court to suspend the execu-· 
tion of the judgment for a reasonable time in order to enable 
the prisoner to make his application to· said appellate court 
for vV rit of Error and Superseq,eas. 
It appearing proper so to do, execution of sentence -pro-
nounced against the said Russell C. Harris, on the 3rd day 
of April, 1945, is suspended for a period of ninety (90) day~. 
This suspension, how.ever, is not to operate to release the ac-
cused from custody. 
Whereupon, the accused was remanded to jail. 
page 6} 
Virginia . 
CERTIFICATE NO. I. 
In the Hustings Court Part II of the City of Richmond. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
V. 
Russell C. Harris 
I certify that the following evidenoe on behalf of the Com-
monwealth and the defendant respectively, as hereinafter; de-
noted, is all of the evidence that was introduced i_n the trial 
of this cause. 
J.C. FORTUNE 
( a Police Officer of Richmond, Virginia) called on behalf of 
the prosecution being· first duly sworn testified as follows : 
That about 2 A. M. F~bruary 17., 1945, he and Police Officer 
A. L. Tatum were going North on. Bainbridg·e Street in Rich-
mond, Virgfoia, in the 2700 block, near Carter Jones Park 
and noticed two figures walking out Toler Street ·going to-
wards Hull Street and we decided to ride out that street and 
see who they were. Officer Fortune furtller testified that they 
then went down as far as the 2600 block on Bainbridge Street 
in the police car, turned ar~:mnd and went back to Toler 
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Street; went out- Toler Street and when they made the turn 
on Tpler Street these two figures had disappeared. 
The testimony of Officer Fortune follows to-wit: ''We 
stopped and looked around and didn't see them and rode over 
to the next street, which is '\Vise Street and turned left on 
Wise, which would be going back North again and on the, 
2500 block of Wise Street, we noticed these two men walking 
·along under the street light. We turned the lights off of the 
police car and rolled down behind them and rolled right up 
on them before they ever noticed our car.. We recognized 
Miller and the defendant, Russell C. Harris. So we talked to 
them there for a minute before we got out of the car and 
they said that they had been over in Carter Jone's 
page 7 ~ Park shooting crap. So I got out of the car to talk 
to them and I noticed both pockets in the front of 
the pants were full of change or something. So I held my 
hand on the pants and knew it was money. So I asked them 
where they got all the money. They said they won it over 
in the crap game; that is, Wilson Miller and the defendant, 
Russell C. Harris. 
We told them that we were going to take them down to the 
station house and hold· them for a few minutes and if anv of 
these places on our beat had broken into the charge woulcl be 
more than apt pinned on them. So we asked them into the car. 
On getting· in the car we noticed a screw driver in Harris' 
pocket when he got in the car. 
Both men got in the car and went on down to the station. 
We called Sergeant Hall before we left and he told us to 
take them to the station an<l hold them. He said he would 
start checking our beat at one end and we would check at the 
other end. So after leaving Miller and Harris at the station 
about twenty minutes later or fifteen minutes later we re-
ceived a call from Sergeant Hall telling us to meet him at 
Cox's Filling Station at Belt Boulevard and Forest Hill Ave-
nue; he said Cox's · Service Station had been broken and to 
bring the screw driver we found on Harris. Officer Tatum 
and I went out there. We carried the screw driver f ouud on 
Russell C. Harris and it fitted the mar-ks on the Cox Service 
Station door. We got Mr. and Mrs. Cox up out of bed and 
they came over and told us what was missing and gave us a 
list of the coupons and the money and the little Standard Oil 
Company bank. We went back to the station and questioned 
Miller and Harris .. We searched Harris and found several 
gasoline coupons that he had stuck in his sock. There was 
one license number I just happened to know by seeing it so 
much belonging to Mr. Lawson, 5116 Devenshire Road, and 
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his license number is also the same., 5116. Here is a list of 
coupons foµnd on Harris. He bad one. of Lawson's coupon::;, 
5116 and the remaiud~r taken off of :Miller at headquarters_· 
he also had two of Mr. Lawson's coupons, 5116. 
page 8 ~ I rec~gnizcd the number and I called Mr .. Lawson 
on the phone and asked liim right then did be buy 
any gas at Cox's Service Station and he said yes, he spent 
two A-14 gasoline coupons in Cox's Service Station that night 
just before dark, which was Friday night, I said, '' Are yo-q · 
sure you spent tl1em in. Cox's Station that night?" He said, 
yes, that he usually buys gas on Saturday morning, but when 
he was coming home from work that afternoon be noticed a 
gasoline truck in Cox's station, that he went home and ate his 
supper and told his wife that he better get his gas on Friday. 
I checked with Mr. R. ~"J. Raper, 4716 King William Road.· 
He bought gas at Mr. Cox's.station, used one of his coupons 
there., Virginia 20651. I checked with Mr. Paul H. Gahriel, 
4104 Cambridge Road; he h; here to testify and so is Mi.·. 
Lawson.'' 
Officer Fortune further testified that after the officers dis-
covered tl1at the Cox Filling Station had been broken into and 
money and gasoline coupons stolen, that the officers ques. 
tioned Russell C. Harris, repeatedly, in the Sergeant's room 
in the station house, be (Fortun~) Sergeant Brown, Sergeant 
Hall, and Police Officer .Atkinson wero present when the ques. 
tioning of Harris in respect to the breaking and entry of thc1 
Cox Filling Station took place, and that Harris, the defend-
a~t, at the same time and place was required to take his clothes 
off at the direction of one of the officers. 
Officer Fortune testified that after these tickets had been 
found on Harris and thev had found out about :Mr. Cox's fill-
ing station being entered·~ that he and Officer Tatum took Har-
ris out to Carter Jones Park for llarris to show them where 
the crap game took ·place in which Harris said that he bad 
won the gasoline coupons. . 
page 9 ~ . Officer Fortune testified that the place he took the 
· defendant, Russell C. Harris, to was an alley be-
tween 26th and 27th streets and between Bainbrid~e Street 
and Perry Street., where Harris said he was shooting crap 
and won the gasoline coupons. Officer Fortune said that the 
spot that Harris sl10wed him in respee:t to where the crap 
game took place was under a street light up against a garage, 
where Officer Fortune said it would have been impossible for 
anyone to shoo~ crap. Officer Fortune saying-that there was 
a crack under the garage door about three inches high and 
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the dice would have gone under the door, and there was grass 
there three or four inches high. --
POLICE OFFICER A. L. TATUM'S 
testimony was the same as that of Officer J. C. Fortune ex-
cept he ·testified that we car.ried :Mrs. Cox down to the Third 
Police Station and had ·l1er look at these boys, (Miller and 
Harris) but she coulcln 't identify them as the same two boys 
who had been in or around the service station the day before. 
Officer Tatum testified he then carried Ivirs. Cox home in the 
police car and that while he was gone Serg·eant Hall and Mr. 
Fortune searclied the boys and found the gasoline coupons 
and money. Officer Tatum further testified after he got l!ack 
to Third Police Station Sergeant Hall instructed me to takP 
.the two boys sepa_rutely out to this place at Carter J onei:;i 
Park, where they said they had peen shooting crap, and fur-
ther testified that he and Officer Fortune carried the defend-
ant, Russell C. Harris, first and corroborated Officer Fortunl, 
in respect to the spot Harris told them the crap gamP. took 
place and the gasoline coupons were won. 
SERGEANT HALL 
of the Richmond Police E1orce testified he was called when 
Mr. Fortune and Mr. Tatum arrested Harris and Miller. 
Sergeant Hall said be g·ot a call to meet Mr. Fortune and Mr. 
Tatum at the 2500 block )Vise Street about 2 o'clock A. M. 
February 17, 1945, and when be got there Officers Tatum and 
Fortune had Miller and the defendant, Russell C. 
page 10 ~ Harris, in the police car. That they told him that 
they had found Miller and Harris with a pocket 
full of change, and a screw driver in the pocket of Russel] 
C. Harris. Sergeant Hall testified he instructed Oflfoers For~ 
tune and Tatum to take Milfer and Harris to the station hons~ 
and hold them and that he (Hall) would help them check their 
beat. 
se·rg·eant Hall testified be later found out Cox's Service 
Station on the Belt Boulevard and Forest Hill Avenue1 Rich-
mond, Virginia, had been broken into and entered. That the 
front door had been prized open. Testifying he called th Cl 
owner of the service station, Mr. H. T. Cox and it was dis~ 
covered that a gfass bank and a -number of gasoline coupous 
were missing. 
Sergeant Hall testified he then called the station l1ouse and 
told them to send the, screw driver taken of( of Russ~ll .0. 
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Harris to the Cox service station and that thev sent the screw 
driver by car #35 and that the screw driver fitted the im-
pression on the service station door. Sergeant Hall said that 
then they returned to the station house and searched Harris 
and Miller .. 
He testified that they found .65 gasoline coupons in Harris' 
shoe inside his sock and that he inquired of Harris where he 
got the coupons and Harris replied that he won them in a 
crap game at the Carter Jones Park, and further testified 
that the officers asked questions repeatedly to Harris in re-
spect to the breaking and entry of the service station. 
Sergeant Hall testified that he instructed Mr. For.tune and 
Mr. Tatum to take Miller and Harris separately to _the Carter 
Jones Park for the purpose of showing or pointing out where 
the crap game took place. 
page 11 ~ SERGEANT IN:MANN . 
of the Richmond Poljce Force testified that he 
questioned Russell C. Harris, the def endarit, the next morn-
ing and that Harris told hjm that· he had won the gasoline 
coupons in a crap game at the Carter Jones Park. 
LIEUTENANT WRIGHT 
of the Richmond Police Force testified he checked the door 
of the Cox service station and took picturc.~s of same. Mr. 
Maurice, the Commonwealth Attorney asked Lieutenant 
Wright if this was the screw driver tliat prized the door open . 
. (Showing him the screw driver taken off the defendant, Rus-
sell C. Harris) Lieutenant ·wright said he could not say that 
the fndicated screw driver which was found on Harris was 
the screw driver used in the breaking into of the service sta-
tion. He said: "I cannot say if a screw driver prized the 
door open, as you can see in the picture, whoever prized it 
open worked it up and down so as to enlarge the hole. I can 
only swear that it was done by a light instrument. 
MR.H.T. COX 
testified as follows: That he lived on Forest Hill Avenue, 
Richmond, Virginia., and that be operated a service station 
on Forest Hill Avenue and Belt Boulevard in Richmond, Vir-
ginia,· and that said service station was broken into and en-
tered on the 16th of February, 1945, or the early morning of 
February 17, 1945, sometime between 10 P. M. on the 16th 
when he closed and locked up the station and 3 o'clock A. M .. 
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February 17, 1945, when he was called up by Sergeant Hall of 
the Richmond Police Force. That gas coupons and a little 
glass bank and three rolls of pennies and a lot of loose pennies 
·out of the cash register were stolen. That Mr. C.R. Lawson 
was a customer of his and that lrn sold :.Mr. Lawson gasoline 
on the 16th of February, 1945, and took up gas coupons from 
him and that the coupons which he took in from Mr. Lawson 
were a portion of the property stolen from him. 
page 12 ~ Mr. Cox further testiijed th~t he had occasion to 
sell some gas to P. H. Gabriel and Mr. Cox was 
asked if the coupons he took in from Gabriel were among 
those that were stolen and he answered yes. Mr. Cox testi-
fied that he didn't know exactly how much money was stolen 
when his station was broken into but he reckoned that the. 
amount was pretty close to $200.00. 
Mr. Cox admitted that people were sometimes accustomed 
to hang around his filling station and on cross examination 
was asked the question-wouldn't it have- been possible for 
someone to have picked up the gasoline coupons while he 
(Cox) was waiting· on a customer on the outsidet Mr. Cox 
answered no. However, he stated that he and his wife were 
both on duty at the filling station during the 16th of Febru-
ary., 1945, until 10 o'clock P. :M:. 
::.M:r. Cox was further asked on cross examination if it 
wouldn't have been possible for someone to have stolen the 
gasoline coupons before be closed the station at 10 P. M. 
while he was waiting on a customer on the outside and sup-
posed his wife was on the inside of the filling station and an-
swered a whole lot of things can happen, but they don't hap-
pen that way, and further said that it is nothing impossible 
that couldn't happen. 
MR. CHARLES R. LAWSON 
testified that he resided at 5116. Devonshire Road, Richmond, 
Virginia. That he bought gasoline from Mr. H. T. Cox at 
his filling station around 6 :30 P. M. February 16, 1945. That 
Mr. Cox waited on him and that he was a customer of Mr. 
Cox. That he generally purchased gas on Saturdav but it 
so happened be had something else to do on Saturday and 
therefore on this occasion got his gas on Friday. 
That when be purchased the gas from Mr. Cox as ~afore-
said, he ga~e Mr. Cox two A. Coupons No. 14 and on said 
coupons- was his license number 5116, which was the same 
. number as his home number on Devonshire Road and that 
• 
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. 
Mr. Cox's. filling station was the only place that he. had 
cashed any gas coupons along about that time. 
page 13 ~ P. H. GABRIEL 
testified that he lived on Patterson Avenue and 
Ridge Road, Richmond, Virginia, and was a manager at the 
Du Pont Cellophane Plant.· That he was a customer of Mr. 
IL T. Cox and that his license number was 25048 and that 
he had B5 coupon~ and that he cashed some of them with Mr. 
Cox on the evening of February 16, 1'945. That he very 
seldom bought any gas elsewhere than from Mr. Cox and that 
he had all of his coupons except those cashed with Mr. Cox 
with one or two exceptions where he had cashed them at other 
places. · 
At this point Mr. Maurice, the Commonwealth Attorney 
stated. to the .Court : '' I can't find that coupon here., it must 
be in the coupons taken off of Miller.'' 
On cross examination Mr. Gabriel testified that he didn't 
recall whether he was waited on bv 1\Ir. Cox or Mrs. Cox on 
Februarr 16, 1945. .. 
He said: '' Sometimes when I stop in there Mrs. Cox is 
there and the two boys are there and most of the family is 
around there, but who was there that night I don't know ex-
actly.'' . . · 
Also on cross examination he was asked-don't a lot of 
people stay around Mr. Cox's filling station just like any 
other :filling· station !-He answered ''yes.'' 
He testified that a negro also worked at Mr. Cox's filling 
station. 
RUSSELL C. HARRIS, 
the defendant. testified as follows: That he was twentv-two 
years of age and lived at 17 West 24th Street, South R.ich-
mond, Virginia, and worked at the. Standard Fabrication 
Company and was there employed at the time of his arrest. 
That he left his house February 16, 1945, about 7 :30 P. M. 
and wallied to Peoples Drug Store on the 1700 block of Hull 
Street and arrived about 8 o'clock and there stood in line and 
got some cigarettes. Then walked to George's Confectionery 
in the 1400 block of Hull Street and talked to a friend for a 
few minutes in said confectionery store. 
page 14 ~ Then left there and went to Dilliard 's Pool Hall 
at 1313 Hull Street, arriving there around 8 :30 
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P. M. and left there shortly after 9 o'clock P. l\L and then went 
to the Ponton Theater to see a movie. That he left the movie 
at 11 o'clock and went back to Dilliard's Pool Hall and staved 
there until 11 :30 o'clock and then went to the V{allace Grill 
on Hull· Street arriving· there in about five minutes. Stayed 
there until approximately 12:30 o'clock A. M. and left the 
Grill with Wilson V. Miller and another boy by the name of 
Charlie Johnson. 
Harris testified that he and Miller left Charlie J olmson at 
the door of Wallace's Grill at 12 :30 A. M. February 17, 1945. 
That he and Miller went North on Hull Street and then 
turned w· est and returned to Bainbridge Street and thence 
to the Carter Jones Park.. That he (Harris) had heard in 
Wallace's Grill that a crap game was going on out at the 
Carter ,Jones Park. 
Upon arriving at the Carter Jones Park saw a crap game · 
going on at the back stop. Said that he then went to the 
spring with two boys who were watching the game at the 
back stop. Upon leaving the spring that the two boys and 
he (Harris) went to the alley between 26th and 27th Streets 
and between Bainbridge Street and Perry Street and started 
a game with the two boys. 
He said after breaking these boys he went to the back stop 
and got in the game and that is where he won the gasoline 
coupons. . . 
He said that he and ·w"ilson V. Miller won the coupons from 
a man who said he ran a g·as station in the West End of Rich-
mond and that the m·an claimed he would ·have to get them 
back and said he would meet he (Harris) and Miller at 7th 
and Broad Streets, Richmond, Virginia, the next day at 12.:30 
O'clock P. M. and redeem the coupons. That ]1e and Miller 
left the Carter Jones Park around l :55 A. M. and were 
stopped at about 2 o'clock A. M. by Mr. Fortune and Mr. 
Tatum. 
page 15 r ::a:arris stated that he told the man from whom the 
coupons had'beeu won that he would meet him at 
12 :30 P. M. on 7th and Broad Streets, the next day, so the 
coupons could be redeemed. 
Harris testified he was walking home on the 2500 block Wise 
Street, South Richmond, Virginia, when Mr. Fortune and Mr. 
Tatum stopped him and Miller. Harris said: ''Thev asked 
us where we were going and I told them we were going home 
and they then asked us where we had been.'' Harris added : 
"I told them we had been up at Carter Jones Park with some 
• 
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boys. Mr. Fortune, then got out of the police car and beg·an 
to feeli~g my pockets and asked whnt I had in my pqckets. 
I told him I only had some money. He- asked me w_here I got 
it. I told him I won it in a crap game at Carter Jones Park. 
He then made me and Miller get into the police car. Then 
they called Sergeant Hall. Sergeant Hall told them to take 
111s to Third Police Station and hold us, while he helped them 
check their beat. We were then taken to the station house. 
Approximately. Sergeant Hall came to the station house 
around 3 :45 A. M. and said that Cox Service Station at Belt 
Boulevard and Forest Hill A venue had been broken into. The . 
police searched us, stripping us or our clothes. I was right 
in line where anyone going along the street could have seen 
me. They found some gasoline coupons in my sock: I had 
put them there while talking to three policemen in the station 
house. I knew I didn't have any business ·with them, so I 
put them in my left sock. I knew if they found them on me 
there would he trouble. I was then taken into the courtroom 
~nd questione~ by Sergeant Hall. I was repeatedly ques-
tioned by Sergeant Hall and Mr. Fortune and Sergeant 
Brown and Officer Atkinson was in this room where the re-
peated questioning of me took place. Sergeant. Hall asked 
me what we did with the glass bank we had taken out of Mr. 
Cox's service station. I told him I knew nothing about Mr. 
Cox place. being broken into and knew nothing about the.bank. 
He kept repeating that he knew I was lying and 
page 16 ~ kept repeating- where I had put the bank and I kept. 
answering I hadn't seen any bank. He t.hen said 
I just want the bank bnck because Mr. Cox desires it for 
sentimental reasons and I denied all knowledge of the break-
ing into the :filling station or any knowledge of the bank. 
Sergeant Hall said that he knew that I was lying and that he 
knew that Miller and I had broken into the Cox service sta-
tion and said: ''Dam it we can -prove it." 
Then Sergeant Hall ordered Officers Fortune and Tatum 
to take us separately to the place I told them we bad been 
shooting crap and had won the gasoline coupons. Then Of-
ficers Tatum and Fortune took me to the Carter Jones Park 
and when they got me there asked where the crap game took 
place. I went with them to an alley between 26th and 27th 
Stl'eets and between Bainbridge Street and Perry, and said 
that the crap game took place there. Harris did not contend 
that he told the officers anything about .winning the coupons 
at the back stop, which place he stated on the stand the 
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coupons were won and the officers testified nothing was said 
by Harris when they took him to the Carter Jones Park about 
the back stop or a crop game at the back stop. Harris testi-
fied that when Officers Fortune and Tatum took him to the 
Carter 'Jones Park that no wan~ant had been issued against· 
him and· that be was not warned at any ti.µie by any of the 
police officers from the time of his arrest until they ceased 
to come in contact with him that anything he said would be 
used against him. That he was afraid that if he remained 
silent and did not answer the questions of the police officers 
or do their bidding that ~uch actions on his part would hurt 
his case if he was tried for breaking into the Cox :filling sta-
tion. That he stated that he believed that had he refused to 
accompany the police to the Carter Jones Park to show the 
spot where the gambling took place or resisted the efforts of 
Officers Tatum and Fortune ·in conveying hjm to 
page 17 ~ the Carter Jones Park that physic~l violence on 
his person would have been inflicted by the officers. 
That he was. totally and wholly ignorant of the fact that he 
did not have to talk or answer any questions of the officers or 
refuse to go with them and point out the place the gambling 
took place or that such refusal could not be used agaim;;t him 
on trial. That he did not know he had the free right to have 
counsel when any questions were asked him by the officers or 
when.it was demanded he do any act in respect to investiga-
tion concerning the alleged crime. . · 
The Commonwealth Attorney asked Harris why he was 
walking around at 2 o'clock in the morning· with a screw 
driver in his pocket and Harris replied that he had been using 
it earlier in the evening at home and just came off with it in 
his pocket. That he had forgot he had it there and stated 
he had been using the screw driver at home to prize a piece 
of wood off the fence for fire wood. Mr. Maurice told Harris 
to put the screw driver ·in his pocket like he had it when he 
was arrested and Harris put the screw driver in his pocket 
and Mr. Maurice asked Harris to get down like you w~re 
shooting crap and show the J udg·e how you did it with the 
screw driver in his pocket. Harris got down on one knee 
and showed the Court. Mr. Maurice inquired of Harris how 
he knew a crap game was going on at the park and Harris 
stated that he overheard it while be was sitting in a booth at 
Wallace's Grill on Hull Street and admitted be didn't know 
who the person was who made the remark about the crap 
gam~ but that they were in the next booth. Mr. Maurice · 
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further inquired of Har'ris why he went two blocks from one 
crap game to start another and· Harris r~plied that it was 
not two blocks from the alley of 26th Street where he first 
shot. crap to the back stop but just across the field. Mr. Mau-
rice .. inquired why he didn't get into the game at the back 
stop first and Harris replied because I did not have enough 
money and went over in the alley ·to shoot crap with two 
boys who didn't have enough money either to get 
page 18 } in the big game and · stated after he won some 
. money there that he got in the big game at the back 
stop ·and won the coupons. 
Mr. Maurice inquired of Harris how they shot crap at the 
back E'top, saying: ''Isn't it too dark there Y'' Harris an-
swered that they were using flashlights. 
Harris further testified that he was going to meet the man 
that he won the coupons from the next day at 7th and Broad 
Streets in order for the man to redeem them and Harris con-
tended that this man said that he·· ran a· ·service station· fo 
the West End of Richmond. Harris said that even if the 
man did not meet him the next day to redeem the coupons 
that he (Harris) knew where he could get money for the 
coupons. Harris admitted on cross -examination that he bad 
lived in South Richmond all his life and that he did not know 
the :names of any of the fellows that were shooting crap in 
the Carter Jones Park as aforesaid. That Wilson V. Miller 
was going home that is to the home of Harris when they were 
picked up and arrested by Mr. Fortune and Mr. Tatum as 
aforesaid and that the home of Harris was about half a block 
from the point of arrest. That Miller's purpose in going to 
Harris' home was to borrow an overcoat that Miller desired 
to wear the next day because he (Miller) had an engagement 
wit4_ a young lady. 
Harris testified that it was about a mile and a half from 
the point of arr~st to the filling station of Mr. Cox as afore-
said and about a mile and a half from the point of arrest to 
Wallace's Grill on Hull Street where he and Miller left 
Charlie Johnson at 12 :30. · 
Harris testified that the amount of money the police offi-
cers found on him was slightly over fifteen dollars and the 
· police officers also testified- the same thing. 
page 19 ~ Harris testified that he was in the United States 
Navy for a period of two years and seven months 
and was discharged on August 13, 1943. On cross examina-
tion Harris admitted that the nature of the discharge received 
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by him from the Navy was a "bad conduct discharge". How-
ever, I1e stated that he had expected at any time to be recalled 
and received again into the Navy as many others who had 
gotten a "bad conduct discharge" had been called back into 
the Navy. That a bad conduct discharge was not a '' dishon-
orable discharge". Harris contended that he got such a dis-
charge for drawing rations and consuming "regular mess" 
but that he could have satisfactorily met the charge if he 
had been able to get a witness that he was unable to obtain. 
Attest: This 28th day of May, 1945, to defendant's certifi-
cate No. 1, the same having been tendered to the undersigned 
on the 28th day of May, 1945, after notice to plaintiff's attor-
ney in writing as required by law. 
WILLIS C. PULLIAM, 
Judge of the Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II. 
page ~O ~ CERTIFICATE OF EXCEPTION NO. 2. 
I certify that at the trial of Russell C. Harris, in the Hust-
ings Court, Part II, .of the City of Richmond, Virginia, that 
th~ attorney for the -prisoner moved the Court to quash the 
indictment upon the ground that the kinds or denominations 
of the currency was not expressed in the indictment or averred 
to the Grand Jury unknown, and that I overruled the said 
motion and the prisoner by counsel excepted. 
Attest, this 28th day of May, 1945, to defendant's certifi-
cate No.~' the same having been tendered to the undersigned 
011 the 28th day of :M:ay, 1945, after notice in writing to plain-
tiff's attorney as required by law. 
WILLIS C. PULLIAM:, . 
Judg·e of the Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II. 
page 21} CERTIFICATE OF EXCEPTION NO. 3. 
I certify that when Police Officers J. c: Fortune and A. L. 
Tatum testified that they took the defendant, Russell C. Har"" 
ris, to the Carter Jones Park in South Richmond, "Virginia, 
for the purpose of getting Harris to point out to them the 
spot ( as Harris had previously told the of :ficers he had won 
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the gasoline coupons found o~ his p~rso:µ at .S"Q.~h park) 'fhere 
the era p game took place in which the (!Ouppns were won, 
~nd the attorney for the prisoner objected to such testimony 
of the officers in respect to the spot that they contended Har-
ris pointed out to. them, upq:q. the g~ounds that such eviden·ce 
was o btaii~.ed by coercion and ~gainst the will of . s~id Har-
ris and was not voluntary, but th~ Court overr~ed the said 
objection and afte! :r;eception of th~ eyidence of the polic~ 
pfficers in respect tp the spot H~rri~ s"4owed the~ at the Car-
ter J one-s· Park that the gambling took place, the attorney for 
tp.e prisoner moved the· Court to rule the evidence of the of-
ficers out of its consideration of the case and the Court over-
ruled such motion of the attorney for the prisoner and he 
duly excepted and after the evidence of Russell C. Harris· 
had been received. by the Court, th~ attorney for the prisoner 
moved the Court to exclude the evidence of the police officers 
in re~pect to the spot they testified Harris pointed out to 
them at Carter Jones Park as the place the coupons were won 
ip. a crap game on the grou;nd that the statements of Harris 
~t p~rter Jones Park in respect to th~ spot. of the crap game 
WEf.S 11gainst pis will and not voluntary and the Court ove~"." 
ruled the· motion to exclude such evidence from its considera-
tion· and determi:riatioii ·of the case and the prisoner by coun-
sel .~xcepted. 
Attest, this the 28 day of May, 1945, to defendant's certifi: 
cate No. 4, the same having been tendered to the undersigned 
on the 28th day of May, 1945, after ~otice to plainttff 's attor-
:µey · as required by l~w~ · 
WILLIS C. PULLIAM, 
Judge of the Hustings Court of. the 
City of Richmond, Part II. 
page 22 ~ CERTIFICATE OF EXCEPTION NO. 4. 
I certify that after the Court found the defendant, Rus-
sell C. Harris, "guilty'' at the trial of Russell O. Harris, in 
the Hustings·court, Part II, of Richmond, Virginia, the at-t.or-
ney for the prisoner moved the Court to set aside its verdict 
on the ground the same was contrary to the law and the evi-
dence and without evidence to support it, and I overruled said_ 
motion and the prisoner by counsel excepted. 
Attest, this the 28th day of May, 1945, to d"efendant 's cer-
tificate No. 5, t4e same having been tendered to the under-
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signed on the 28th day of May, 1945, after notice in writing 
to plaintiff's attorney as required by law. 
WILLIS C. PULLIAM, 
Judge of the Husting·s Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II. . 
page 23 ~ This day came the defendant, Russell C. Harris, 
by counsel, and ten"tlered and presented to the 
Court his four ( 4) certificates of exGeptions, and moved the. 
Court that the same be signed and enrolled and made a part 
of the record in this case. 
And it appearing that the Assistant Commonwealth's At-
torney, representing the Commonwealth of Virginia in this 
case, has had reasonable notice of the time and place when 
the said certificates would ,be tendered· and presented to the 
Judg·e of this Court, as evidenced by notice from the defend-
ant to the Assistant .Attorney for the Commonwealth, the 
Court doth this 28th day of May, 1945, and within sixty ( 60) 
days from the time final judgment in this case was entered, 
sign and seal and :file all of said ce·rti:ficates, and same are 
hereby mad~ a part of the record in this case. 
WILLIS C. PULLIAM, (Seal) 
Judge, Husting·s Court of the City 
of Richmond, Part II. 
page 24 ~ I, Chas. R .. Purdy, Clerk of the Hustings Court 
of the City of Richmond, Part II, do certify that 
the foregoing is a true copy of record in· the case of Com-
monwealth of Virginia against Russell C. Harris, including 
all Court orders, indictment and certific.ates of exceptions, all 
duly made a part of the record and that the Assistant At-
torney for the Commonwealth ·had due notice of the appli-
cation for the transcript pf .the record in this case. 
Given under my h~nd this 1st day of June, 1945. 
· Fee for Record $8.00. 
CHAS. R. PURDY, 
Clerk of the Hustings Court of the 
City of Richmond, Part II. 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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